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Quarterback Matt Moore stood at the podium on Wednesday Laurent Duvernay-Tardif Jersey , gearing
up for his first start since 2017 (so we think). It is an idea that could understandably be daunting to
consider — especially given the 2019 Chiefs’ sky-high aspirations. But fortunately for Moore, he did see
two and a half quarters on Thursday night, and after shaking off some of the cobwebs, was able to fire
off a 57-yard touchdown pass down the right sideline to wide receiver Tyreek Hill.“Yeah,” said Moore,
when asked if completing the throw to Hill gave him confidence. “There was a couple of nice rhythm
throws before that, that kind of got it going a little bit. I’ve said it a bunch but I started a little slower than I
wanted to, that was pretty evident. Obviously, you hit the big one and it gets things going. It was
good.”Against the Broncos, Moore finished 10 of 19 for 117 yards — a year after he thought it was all
over. After sitting out of football in 2018 when the Chiefs chose Chad Henne as their backup, Moore was
helping coach high school football. Back in March, Moore could be seen in the background of a video
from Kyler Murray’s pro day. He was scouting Murray for the Miami Dolphins. Now, football fans are
wondering whether to start him or Murray for their Week 8 fantasy football matchup. Moore said that
when he got the call from Kansas City, he felt like he had to come.“The chance to get back in the locker
room with the guys, be around back in the league, coach (Reid)
Terrance Smith Jersey
, Patrick (Mahomes),” said Moore. “You can name a bunch of guys, all those guys are reasons. Like I
said I was out for a year and I was happy but there’s things you miss as time goes on and when this
opportunity came, it was something I couldn’t say no to.”And so just like that, Moore is back, and thanks
to all the dominoes — Henne needing late-preseason ankle surgery and Mahomes (the NFL’s equivalent
to Superman — sorry, Cam) with no choice but to sit out — he will actually start for Andy Reid.That
apparently includes the complex game planning — the end-arounds, the tight end screens and the
RPOs. Reid said he expects Moore to have no problem with all he asks of his quarterback on
Sundays.“Since he has been here, he has just grinded to learn all of this stuff,” said Reid. “I’m not
worried about that part of him going in and working. I wasn’t worried the other night. He knocked a little
rust off as he went, we all saw that. I think this week of practice, him working in there and having an
opportunity to at least get in and do a couple of things, would benefit him if he has to go.”“I feel good,”
added Moore. “I feel really good with everything. Obviously, it’s been eight weeks here now. I’ve been
studying and working and watching, so I feel good.”Moore said when he had to suddenly enter the
huddle on Thursday night
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, he told the Chiefs everything would be OK. Then the Chiefs won the game — their eighth in as many
tries against Denver — and really, that is all you could ask given the situation.“I said we’re going to be
fine and just let them know we’re going to be fine and showed confidence,” Moore said. “Which I was
confident, but I think you have to show it at a moment like that. Then they all fired back at me and a lot of
‘Hey, yeah, we’re good.’ I don’t think I can even name anything specific. Obviously, on the sideline, you
get a lot of encouragement from guys and praise in some situations. They’re trying to make me feel good
which is natural on any team. It worked out good.”Working with Mahomes the past eight weeks, Moore
explained that it becomes natural to want to play like him, but he can’t. But the relationship they have
built provides him with a bit of self-assurance.“I actually told him the other day that I like listening to him
to see if my brain matches up with his brain,” Moore said. “We all eventually see it the same way, we just
kind of get there different ways. We’re constantly talking to each other and using each other in that way.
Especially on game days. I kind of had to learn Pat a little bit when I first got here, like what does he like
to hear, what can he use that he’s not getting and what’s my role on game days. We’re constantly talking
about that stuff.”That will be critical this week, as Moore suddenly has a chance to relaunch his career —
whether it be as a backup, or maybe even more.Who knows?For the Chiefs
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, it will be just another game on what they hope is a road to the Super Bowl. But Sunday night is Moore’s
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Super Bowl.“I think any day in this league is an opportunity,” said Moore when asked if he is thinking
along those lines. “You earn everything you get in this league, good or bad. “You constantly are playing
for something so, yes, to answer your question. That could happen.” NEWTON, Iowa (AP) — Simon
Pagenaud will start first in Saturday’s IndyCar race at Iowa Speedway after winning the pole for the
second week in a row.Pagenaud, who won in Toronto last weekend starting from the front row, posted
an average speed of 180.073 mph to capture his third pole of 2019 and his 13th overall.Will Power
qualified second, followed by series leader Josef Newgarden and Takuma Sato. Defending Iowa
champion James Hinchcliffe was fifth and Alexander Rossi, just four points behind Newgarden, will
round out the third row.The pole winner has never won an IndyCar race at Iowa’s 0.875-mile oval in 12
tries though.“Traffic plays a big role in this race,” Pagenaud said. “It’s about having a good car in traffic,
a good car on long runs. Most of the time it finishes under smash-and-dash at the end with a late
yellow.”TEAM PENSKE’S POLE DOMINANCEPagenaud’s qualifying win was the fifth straight for Team
Penske at Iowa and the eight in 13 tries. But the powerhouse squad has only won the race once in
Newton, when Helio Castroneves notched his final IndyCar victory in 2017.“There’s very strong
competition within the team. But as you can see, Team Penske is phenomenal. They give us the fastest
cars,” Pagenaud said.ANDRETTI’S STRUGGLESRossi put himself into position to compete for a win on
Saturday. But the rest of the Andretti Autosport team struggled
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, as Ryan Hunter-Reay was ninth, Marco Andretti was 18th and Zach Veach was 20th out of 22 cars.
Hunter-Reay has more wins than any other driver at Iowa though, winning in 2012, 2014 and 2015.“I
couldn’t really shift the balance one way or the other with the tools. I was too loose mid-corner, and then
big understeer really late,” Hunter-Reay said. “It’s unfortunate, but if you have a good race car here you
can make it all up.”THE HEATLike much of the country, Iowa is expected to get slammed by extreme
heat on Saturday. The forecast calls for temperatures in the mid-90s when the green flag drops, with a
“real feel” temperature roughly 10 degrees higher.“It tends to amplify understeer, especially in qualifying
when it’s hotter. It amplifies tire wear, too. That’s the biggest thing,” Newgarden said.HE SAID IT“I’m not
big into stats.” — Josef Newgarden when asked why a pole sitter has never won an IndyCar race at
Iowa.
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